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iracas
belonging to a variety or species depalma to weave hats-

irena
Irena- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Hercules-

irenaea-
Irenaea- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  Palisael August 27, 1914-

irene
Irene-refers to the expression: Byzantine empress, 752-803, spouse of León IV, held the Regency of the Empire from
the 797 to 792, where he was succeeded by his son, Constantino VI -

irides
belonging to a variety or species wild, smelly delirium-

irire
name given to a variety or species (-) pumpkin ovoid shape.

iris
IRIS - refers to the expression: effect used in the silent film, which consists of a circular seal focused in a certain part of
the screen while the rest stays black -

iritis
iritis-refers to the expression : inflammation of the iris of the eye-

irídociclitis
iridocyllitis-refers to the expression : inflammation of the eye by commitment of the previous segments of the uvea-

irma-
Irma- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer P.  P .  Henry on November 5, 1877-

irmintraud
Irmintraud- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer F.  H .  Kaiser on December 22, 1913-

irrealidad
What is not real - said quality or quality or condition dede

iscatón
iscatón-refers to a certain type of cotton or lint that is present in different vegetables-



isipo
name given to a variety or species (-) bejuco, sarmentose plant.

isis
Isis- refers to the asteroid discovered by N.  R.  Pogson on May 23, 1856-

isíacos
relating or belonging to laDiosa Isis of Egypt, sister and spouse of Osiris and mother of Horus.

ismene
Ismene- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, September 22, 1878-

isocres
isocres = it says those who have or poseencolor uniform.

isocromáticos
Isocromaticos = it says those who have or poseencolor uniform.

isodáctilos
to tienentodos fingers of the same length-

isomería
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deisomero-

isostacia
It refers to the balance between the various periods of the Earth's crust.

isostasia
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deequilibrio that presents the Earth's surface due to difference in density of
its parts-

isotopía
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deisotopo-

isotropía
It is said of the quality or quality or condition deisotropo-

isócronos
they have equal duration than anything else-

isófonos
they have identical sound of another voice-



isógonos
isogonos = to tienenlos angles equal.

isópodos
Isopodosse is of a / / unaorden of crustaceans, sometimes terrestrial, with seven pairs of similar legs.

isópodos
than our equal legs-

isópodos
than our equal legs-

isópteros
Isopterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects of the same wings and takes mouth, like the termes.

istar
Goddess delamor-fertility-se offered you human sacrifices-

isthar
Goddess delamor-war-fertility-nature-

istmeños
relating or pertaining alistmo

istria-
Istria- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on February 8, 1878-

isuates
belonging to a variety or species depalma whose bark become mattresses-

italia-
Italy- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Carnera on August 23, 1901-

itea
plant genus of saxifragaceas garden, small flowers in clusters. -

itinerarios
relating or pertaining alcamino

itonda
Itonda- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Grus-



itzamná
It's a diosbenevolo - avoiding calamities. -

iva-
Iva- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer R.  S.  Dugan on November 4, 1902-

ivermectina
ivermectin-This drug was discovered in 1970, began to be used as an antiparasitic in domestic animals, but was later
seen to be beneficial to humans, using it to combat intestinal parasitosis, HIV, scabies, Zika.  dengue and influenza A-

ixchel
Goddess of the Rainbow and the Moon-

izar-
Izar- refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Bootes-

íbex
Ibex = is a ruminant like a goat that lives in the high alpine landscapes.

íconos
It's tables painted with Byzantine techniques.

ícticos
relating or pertaining alpez

índicos
relating or belonging to laIndias Orientales

índole
It is said the quality / quality or condition or each person's own natural inclination

índole
It is said the quality or quality or condition give them things

ínfulas
It is wide ribbons hanging from the back of the episcopal mitre.

ínula
.  belonging to the scientific name of the henbane-

jabalíes
-belonging to a species or variety wild decerdo-



jabbah
Jabbah- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Scorpius-

jabegueros
relating or belonging to lajabega ( type of network )

jabeque
Jabeque-sailboat of three masts of Arab origin, ratchet inclined towards the bow and the mesana in crab, survived for
centuries as a fishing and war boat-

jabeques
Jabeques-belonging to a three-masted sailboat of Arab origin, ratchet inclined towards the bow and the mesana in crab,
survived for centuries as a fishing and war boat. 

jabinos
belonging to a variety or species deenebro, variety dwarf.

jabis
belonging to a variety or species wild demanzana-

jaca
referred to in alcaballo whose appeal does not arrive seven quarters or 1.60 meters.  It is a term used by the
rejoneadores.

jacobeos
relating or belonging Alapostol Santiago

jacqueline
Jacqueline- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer B.  P .  Jekhowsky on February 4, 1924

jaeces
referred to in aladorno, any embellishment that is placed at the horses.

jago
belonging to a variety or species American depalmera of nutritional interest-

jaguares
-mammal-like, similar to the Leopard-

jaguas
belonging to a variety or species defrijol, in Colombia-



jaharíes
belonging to a variety or species of Andalucia-blanco and very sweet - dehigo

jalear
refers to animate the public with slaps, voices and other gestures to which torea.

jambú
Jambu-It is a herbaceous plant species of the family of Caprifoliaceae, native to southern and central Europe and
Southeast Asia.  generic name Sambucus ebulus, which could reach 2 to 5m in height, erect stems, usually without
branches, with opposite leaves of dark green color and strong smell, white or pink flowers, with a small, dark and very
toxic fruit; It is used in medicine for its cardiotonic, sudorific, diuretic and laxative properties.

jangua-
jangua-small armed ship, similar to the jangada and used in Asian seas and rivers-

janguas
Janguas-belonging to a small armed boat, similar to the jangada and used in the Asian seas and rivers-

janina
Janina- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  h.  Charloisel day January 29, 1894-

jano
janose is a term used in the mitologiaromanadivinidadde the beginning, entries and transits - is represented with two
faces looking in opposite directions-

jaramugo
jaramugo: is called this way a small and new fish of any species, which sometimes is used in fishing, as bait.

jaras
.  belonging to the name of several plants cistaceae; they are pirofitos, germination is favored by the fire, and recurrent
fires help his tenure to eliminate competition from other plants that would eventually by moved from biotopes.

jarochos
It is said of those modal insolent with and sudden -

jauja
Jauja-city and valley of central Peru-

jaula
refers to wiring box wood, designed to carry the bulls individually on the platform of railway, aircraft, boat or truck.

jazz
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-



jábega-
Jábega-small old sailing and rowing boat, very similar to the jabeque, which was used for fishing on the European
continent-

jábegas
Jábegas-belonging to a small old sailing and rowing boat, very similar to the jabeque, which was used for fishing on the
European continent-

jedondio
jedondio- is a genus of herbaceous plants annually in the solanacea family, of which there are numerous species,
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various types of
alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not to
animals and birds.

jejenes
GNATS - refers to: '' Diptera insects of smaller mosquito, with a very irritating bite, abundant in much of America. 41-2; in
Mexico, belonging to the expression: '' abundance, lot -

jetas
refers to the faces of men or animals-

jeyondera
jeyonderase is a genus of annual herbaceous plants in the solanacea family, of which there are numerous species,
branched erect stems, simple toothed leaves, spiny fruits in capsules with black seeds inside containing various types of
alkaloids used in medicine as psychotropics;  in general, it gives off a very strong smell, it is toxic to humans but not to
animals and birds.

jiferos
so they call the knives used for butchering the carcass. -

jinetas
-belonging to a species or variety European demangosta-

jirafa-
Giraffe-it is said of a constellation located in the cosmic zoneNorthern Circumpolar-

jirasales
.  belonging to the name of the frutode the jackfruit-

jirides
belonging to a variety or delirium, smelly kind-

jishui
Jishui- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Gemini-



jitnues
Jitnues-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Arauca-

jive
Jive-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in departments of Vichada.  Goal-

jives
Jives-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in departments of Vichada-Meta-

jiw
Jiw-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in departments ofGuaviare-Meta-

jiwes
Jiwes-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in departments of Guaviare-Meta-

jía
jía-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds, pale
flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

jía ababuy
Ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

jía manzanilla
jía chamomile-refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of
almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

jía manzanilla ababuy
Chamomile ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

jía manzanilla o ababuy
Chamomile or ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions.

jía manzanilla,ababuy
Chamomile jia, ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a
strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions.

jía manzanilla-ababuy
Jia chamomile-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a



strong aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in
forested regions.

jía o ababuy
Jia or ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong
aroma of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested
regions.

jía,ababuy
Jia, ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant in flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

jía-ababuy
Jia-ababuy-refers to a species of plum tree, wild shrub, small, thorny, with bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma
of almonds, pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

jocómico
jocómico- refers to a species of plum, wild shrub, small, thorny, bright green oval leaves with a strong aroma of almonds,
pale flowers, yellow or orange-red fruits, of pleasant flavor.  Generally, it has its habitat in forested regions.

joëlla
Joëlla- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalf on November 22, 1911-

johanna-
Johanna- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  P .  Henry on November 5, 1872-

jole-
Jole- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 23, 1916-

jonagold
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

jonathan
belonging to a variety or species demanzana-

jovianos
relating or belonging alplaneta jupiter

jubetes
also known under the name of ojeteados Doublets.

judiciales
relating or pertaining aljuicio or to the administration of Justice



judiciales
relating or belonging to lajudicatura

judiónes
belonging to a variety or species larger than normal dejudia-

judith-
Judith- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomerA.  Kopffel on June 24, 1908-

juewa
Juewa- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watsonon October 10, 1874-

jujeños
jujenosvocablo used in political geography - in the Argentina Republic, said of the naturalesde the dejujuy province

julia
Julia- refers to alasteroid discovered by E.  J.  M.  Stephanel August 6, 1866-

juliana-
Juliana- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on February 8, 1916-

juna
Juna-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had its habitat in the department of Vaupés-

junas
Junas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Vaupés-

junco-
Junco- small sailing or rowing boat, one of the oldest known and still in use in many parts of Southeast Asia-

juncos
Junks – belonging to a small sailing or rowing vessel, one of the oldest known, and is still in use in many parts of Southeast Asia.

juninenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Junin -

juno
Juno- asteroid discovered byK.  L.  Harding on September 1, 1804-

jupda
Jupda-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Vaupés-



jupdas
Jupdas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Vaupés-

jupichiya
Jupichiya-Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Amazonas-

jupichiyas
Jupichiyas-members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, with habitat in the department of Amazonas-

jupiterianos
relating or belonging alplaneta jupiter

justicia
said Dela Roman personification of the fair, also called justice Augusta -

juventa
It says ofa nymph that Jupiter transformed into source, and had the virtue of rejuvenate who paddled the body into its
waters -

kabar
kabar-refers to a certain type of Russian vessel currently in use in the Black Sea-

kabares
kabares-belonging to a certain type of Russian vessel currently in use in the Black Sea-

kabiyarí
Kabiyarí, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Amazonas-Vaupés.

kabiyaríes
Kabiyaríes—members of an Amerindian people native to Colombia, with habitat in Amazonas-Vaupés departments.

kaffaljidhma
Kaffaljidhma- refers to a star whose official name was approved on February 1, 2017, located in the constellation Cetus-

kaiac
Kaiac- Eskimo boat for men, made of seal skins and used for fishing-

kaiak
Kaiak- Eskimo boat for men, made of seal skins and used for fishing-

kakwa
Kakwa, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Vaupés.



kakwas
Kakwas—members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in the department of Vaupés.

kalausi
Kalausi- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019located in constellationSail-

kalipso
Kalypso- asteroid discovered byK.  T.  R.  Luther on April 4, 1858-

kalliope
Kalliope- asteroid discovered byJ.  R.  Hind on November 16, 1852-

kallisto
Kallisto- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on October 8, 1879-

kalypso o calipso
Kalypso or Calypso-refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomerK.  T.  R.  Luther on April 4, 1858-

kalypso, calipso
kalipso, calypso-refers to a star whose official name was approved the K .  T.  R.  Luther on April 6, 1858-

kalypso-calipso
Kalypso - Calypso-refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomerK.  T.  R.  Luther on April 5, 1858-

kama
God delamor

kamejeya
Kamejeya, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Amazonas.

kamejeyas
Kamejeyas—members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, living in the department of Amazonas—

kamentsa
Kamentsa, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Putumayo.

kamentsas
Kamentsas, members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, living in the department of Putumayo.

kampa
Kampa, an individual of an indigenous Amerindian people spread across what is now Peru and Brazil,



kampas
Kampas, members of an indigenous Amerindian people spread across what is now Peru and Brazil,

kamsá
Kamsá, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Putumayo.

kamsáes
Kamsáes—members of an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, living in the department of Putumayo—

kamuy
Kamuy- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Corona
Borealis-

kang
Kang- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 30, 2017, located in the constellation Virgo-

kaniwa
Kaniwa, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of Vaupés-Guaviare.

kaniwas
Kaniwas—members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in the departments of Vaupés-Guaviare—

kankuaca
Kankuaka, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the department of Cesar.

kankuakas
Kankuakas—members of an Amerindian people native to Colombia, living in the department of Cesar—

kapteynia-
Kapteynia- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  F .  Wolf on February 21, 1916-

karaka
Karaka- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Apus-

karate
Karate or karate, is an elementoen martial japonesaarte culture = mode of fighting hand-to-hand with hands and feet -

karbas
Karbas-belonging to a certain type of Russian rowing boat, shallow draft and for calm waters, is used for transport and
fishing-

karearea



karearea-belonging to a type of falcon endemic to New Zealand, the only endemic bird of prey left in New Zealand.  It is
often mistaken for the largest and most common, the Swamp Harrier.

karfi
karfi- refers to a certain type of rowing boat from the estuaries of Iceland, used in calm waters-

karin-
Karin- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on September 20, 1916-

karite
name given to a variety or species (-) almond butter.

karola
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -

kartvelia-
Kartvelia- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G.  N .  Neúiminel on January 25, 1914-

kasandra
Kassandra- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomerC.  H .  F .  Petersel on July 23, 1871-

katcha
Katcha- refers to a certain type of Russian single-masted vessel, used in very northern latitudes. 

katchas
Katchas-belonging to a Russian single-masted vessel, used in very northern latitudes. -

kaus australis
Kaus Australis- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation
Sagittarius-

kaus borealis
Kaus Borealis- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation
Sagittarius-

kaus media
Kaus Media- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation Sagittarius-

kaveh
Kaveh- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Serpens-

kayaks



kayaks - belonging to an Eskimo boat exclusively for men, made of seal skins and used for fishing-

kággabba
Kággabba, an Amerindian people originally from Colombia, had their habitat in the departments of La
Guajira-Cesar-Magdalena.

kággabbas
Kaggabbas-members of an Amerindian people originating in Colombia, with habitat in the department of La
Guajira-Cesar-Magdalena-

keid
Keid- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation Erídanus-

kendo
martial art = mode of fighting hand-to-hand with rods of bamboo-

kendo
martial art practiced with bamboo swords-

khambalia
Khambalia- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 5, 2017, located in the constellation Virgo-

kianpraty
Kianpraty- refers to the expression : sea monster that according to legend, had its habitat in the vicinity of swamps,
streams and rivers

kif
name given to a variety or species (-) East hemp

kif
name given to a variety or species (-) East hemp

kilia-
Kilia- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  Carnera on April 21, 1901-

kiosko-
kiosk-refers to a certain type of vessel used in Turkish ports, sailing, motor or combined-

kioskos
kiosks - belonging to a vessel used in Turkish ports, sailing, motor or combined-

kitalpha



Kitalpha- refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Equuleus-

kiwi
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel kiwi or Kiwi -

kiwis
.  belonging to the name of the frutodel kiwi or Kiwi -

klio
Klio- this is an asteroid discovered by astronomerK.  T.  R.  Luther on August 25, 1865-

klio o clio
Klio or Clio-refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T.  R.  Lutherel August 26, 1865-

klio, clio
Klio, Clio- refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T.  R.  Lutherel August 27, 1865-

klio-clio
Klio - Clio- refers to an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  T.  R.  Lutherel August 26, 1865-

kloskomba
Kloskomba-refers to the expression : Creator God, legendary figure of the Wabanaki Peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nowhere"-

klotho
Klotho-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer E.  W.  L.  Tempel on February 17, 1868-

klumpkea
Klumpkea- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer B.  P .  Jekhowsky on January 20, 1925-

kluscap
Kluscap-refers to the expression : Creator God, legendary figure of the Wabanaki Peoples, whose name means "man
who came from nowhere"-

klymene
Klymene- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watsonel September 13, 1868-

klytaemnestra
Klytaemnestra- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  C .  Watson on November 11, 1877-

klytia
Klytia-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer H.  Q.  Tuttle on April 7, 1862-



knarr
knarr-refers to an ancient typical ship used by the Vikings for transportation-

kobos
-mammal-like, similar to Antelope, of grey fur clear, inhabits the wetlands of South Africa-

kochab
Kochab- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation Ursa Minor-

koeia
Koeia- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Eridanus-

kof
Kof-refers to an old Dutch vessel with sail maneuver as the sloop-

koit
Koit- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Lynx-

kolga
Kolga- this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer C.  H .  F .  Peters, September 30, 1878-

konebaad
konebadd-refers to a boat used in Greenland and whose crew is usually female-

kopapa
kopapa-refers to a certain type of canoe made of one piece, used in New Zealand-

kopapas
kopapas-belonging to a canoe made of one piece, used in New Zealand-

korinaia
Korinaia-refers to a certain type of Russian river boat of shallow draft, very light, used for transport-

korinaias
Korinaias-belonging to a Russian river boat of shallow draft, very light, used for transport-

kornephoros
Kornephoros- refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation
Hercules-

korona
.  belonging to one variety or species defresa, Strawberry -



koronis
Koronis- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer V.  K .  Knorre on January 4, 1876-

kosnaia
Kosnaia-it is a typical Russian boat of the Volga River, used for tourism in calm waters-

kosnaias
kosnaias- belonging to a typical Russian boat of the Volga River, used for tourism in calm waters-

kotia
Kotia-refers to a certain type of Western Arab warship with two or three masts-

kraz
Kraz- refers to a star whose official name was approved on June 1, 2018, located in the constellation Corvus-

kressmannia-
Kressmannia - is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on March 20, 1915-

kreusa
Kreusa - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf and L .  Carneraon June 26, 1902-

kubba
Arabic funerary monument, erected over a grave.

kubbas
It's arlevantados funeral monuments over graves. -

kufiya
kufiya-refers to the expression : clothing whose name derives from the word cofia, is a piece of fabric that is folded in
triangle and placed on the head.  The traditional Palestinian chess, with black and white paintings; is red and white in
Jordan and Saudi Arabia and white in the Arab countries of the Persian Gulf

kufiyas
kufiyas-belonging to the expression : clothing whose name derives from the word cofia, is a piece of fabric that is folded
in triangle and placed on the head.  The traditional Palestinian chess, with black and white paintings; is red and white in
Jordan and Saudi Arabia and white in the Arab countries of the Persian Gulf

kunrei-siki
Japan romanized alphabet, existing today.

kurent
It refers to the God of lasborracheras. -



kurhah
Kurhah- refers to a star whose official name was approved on September 12, 2016, located in the constellation
Cepheus-

kurkho
food - feasts of God--

kurta
kurta refers to a traditional Indian garment, which consists of a kind of loose buttoned tunic that reaches below the
knees, worn by both men and women.

kypria-
Kypria- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Kopffel on August 20, 1908-

kyudo
art of archery

la athanasia
Athanasia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  Palisael on April 10, 1912-

la balanza
The Balance-is said of a constellation located in cosmic zoneZodiacal-

la ballena
The Whale- it is said of a constellation located in the cosmic zoneEquatorial-

la bomba neumática
The Pneumatic Pump - is said of a constellation located in the cosmic zone southern hemisphere or Austral-

la brújula
The Compass is said of a constellation located in the cosmic zone southern hemisphere or Austral-

la cabellera de berenice
Berenice's Hair is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone northern hemisphere or Borealis-

la cabra marina
The Sea Goat-it is said of a constellation located in cosmic zoneZodiacal-

la celestina
Celestine-is a species of herbaceous plant, annual, of the family Asteraceae, about 70 cm tall, very toxic, considered a
weed, native to South America; it has opposite leaves, small pink or white flowers of nauseating smell, becoming a weed
of the tropical zones of the world-It is used medicinally as antibacterial or antiartritic, also, for its essential oils, it is used
in cosmetics; is toxic to mammals-



la copa
The Cup-is said of a constellation located in the cosmic zone southern hemisphere or Austral-

la corona austral
The Southern Corona - is said of a constellation located in the cosmic zone southern hemisphere or Austral-

la corona boreal
The Corona Borealis -is said of a constellation located in cosmic zone northern hemisphere or Boreal-

la cruz del norte
The Northern Cross is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic northern hemisphere or Boreal.

la cruz del sur
The Southern Cross is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Southern Circumpolar Zone.

la culebra
The Culebra-it is a constellation located in the cosmic area Circumpolar Sur-

la dorada
The Golden-refers to a constellation located in the cosmic zoneCircumpolar Sur-

la dorada-
The Golden is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Southern Circumpolar

la erida
Erida-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisa on September 29, 1911-

la erminia
Erminia-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer E.  Ernst on October 6, 1910-

la escuadra
The Square is said to be a constellation located in the South Circumpolar cosmic zone.

la eugenia
Eugenia-it is an asteroid discovered by H.  M.  S .  Goldschmidt on June 27, 1857-

la eunomia
The Eunomia- refers to an asteroid discovered by A.  Gasparis on July 29, 1851-

la flecha
The Arrow is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the northern or boreal hemisphere



la flora
Flora-is an asteroid discovered by J.  R.  Hindel 18 October 1847-

la fortuna
Fortune-this is an asteroid discovered by J.  R.  Hind on August 22, 1852-

la freia
The Freia-refers to an asteroid discovered by H.  L.  D 'Arrest on October 21, 1862-

la fringilla
The Fringilla-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrich on February 3, 1911-

la grulla
The Crane is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Southern Circumpolar

la helena
Helena- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  C .  Watson on August 15, 1868-

la hidra
The Hydra is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the southern or southern hemisphere.

la hidra macho
The Male Hydra is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Southern Circumpolar Zone.

la industria
The Industry- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomerA.  H .  Charloisel on March 8, 1894-

la isara
The Isara- this is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer.  H.  Charlois on March 19, 1893-

la jirafa
The Giraffe is said to be a constellation located in the North Circumpolar cosmic zone.

la lampetia
Lampetia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on November 4, 1894-

la liebre
The Hare is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the southern or southern hemisphere

la lira
The Lyra is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic northern hemisphere or Boreal.



la luscinia
Luscinia is an asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrich on April 18, 1911-

la maja
The Maja-is the asteroid discovered by the astronomerH.  Q.  Tuttle on April 9, 1861-

la máquina neumática
The Pneumatic Machine is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the southern or southern hemisphere

la mesa-
The Mesa is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Southern Circumpolar Zone.

la mimosa
Mimosa- refers to a star whose official name was approved on July 20, 2016, located in the constellation Cross-

la mosca
The Fly is said to be a constellation located in the South Circumpolar Cosmic Zone.

la oriola
Oriola-is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Helffrichel on July 12, 1910-

la osa mayor
The Big Dipper is said to be a constellation located in the North Circumpolar cosmic zone.

la osa menor
Ursa Minor is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the North Circumpolar Circuit.

la paloma
La Paloma is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the Southern or Southern Hemisphere

la paz
La Paz- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on October 31, 1923-

la plata
La Plata- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  F .  Hartmannel on April 28, 1924-

la popa
La Popa-is said to be a constellation located in the cosmic zone of the southern or southern hemisphere.

la sorga
La Sorga- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  Massinger on April 15, 1912-



la superba
The Superba- refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 10, 2018, located in the constellation Canes
Venatici-

la ursula
Ursula is an asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  h.  Charlois on September 18, 1893-

la victoria
La Victoria- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  R .  Hind on September 13, 1850-

la virginia
Virginia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  Ferguson on October 4, 1857-

la watsonia
Watsonia- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  H .  Metcalfel on February 9, 1912-

labranza
farming-refers to the expression : work carried out in any art or trade

labruscas
belonging to a variety or species deuva-

lacas
.  belonging to the resin oftrees from East, flesh color, whose exudation is produced by insect bites -

lacayo
lackey-refers to the expression : flattering, flattering, undignified

lacertilios
LACERTILIOSse is of a / / unaorden provided with feet and rarely of large size 40 reptiles; lizard, Chameleon, etc.  ).
SIN.: lizard.

lachesis
Lachesis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer A.  L .  N .  Borrelly on April 10, 1872-

laconia
Laconia-refers to the expression : Prefecture of Greece, which is located in the SE.  Peloponnese-

lacra
scourge-refers to the expression: it damages someone's health by causing them a disease

lacramos



we use: it refers to the expression : we damage the health of someone by infecting them with a disease of

lacran
lacran-refers to the expression : harm someone's health, spreading a disease

lacrarán
lacraan-refers to the expression: they will harm the health of someone by spreading a disease

lacre
lacre-refers to the expression : wax-like solid paste, usually reddish, which is pressed in the form of bars,

lacrimales
relating or belonging to laslagrimas

lactancia
lactation-refers to the expression : feeding of the rearing of a milk-based mammal, especially of the breast-

lactarios
.  belonging to the type of fruit that contains a liquid like milk-

lactescentes
lactescentes = to tienenapariencia of milk or the same qualities.

lactona
lactone-refers to the expression : organic compound of cyclic structure, obtained by intramolecular dehydration of a
carboxylic acid-

lacustre
lake-refers to the expression : relative or belonging to the lakes-

lacustres
relating or belonging to loslagos

ladee
a term that refers to '' tilt and twist something to one side ''. -

laderos
relating or pertaining Centre

laderos
relating or pertaining Centre



ladinas
corresponds to the expression ''  '' clever, shrewd, wily ''

ladino
ladino-refers to the expression : person who is extremely cunning and acts with great disguise to achieve what he
wants--

ladoga
Ladoga-refers to the expression : freshwater lake in Russia, considered to be the largest in Europe

ladones
ladons-belonging to the expression : always green shrub, cystacean, with reddish-brown branches, very viscous leaves
and large flowers-

ladón
fabulous animal / monstruoera a dragon-monstruo of a hundred heads -

laetitia
Laetitia-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Chacornac on February 8, 1856-

lagash
Lagash-refers to the expression : ancient Sumerian city of Mesopotamia, from the third millennium to . C , discovered by
the excavations carried out in 1887-

lagomorfos
LAGOMORFOSse is of a / / unasuborden of rodents, such as the Hare and rabbit mammals.

lagopo
It's a kind of clover, also called ''  '' Hare 39 foot;  ''-

lagopos
the lagopos embellish the landscape with its branches so tupidas-pertenecientes to a variety or species detrebol-

lagrangea
Lagrangea- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer S.  I .  Belyavsky on September 12, 1923-

laicales
relating or belonging to loslegos

lairenes
belonging to a variety or species deuva-



lakshmi
deity of good fortune and abundance, love and beauty, fertility, and the Lotus flower is very beloved in the India.

lalage-
Lalage- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on March 31, 1916-

lamas
refers to ''  '' sheet-metal ''  ''-

lamaserías
It refers to the monasteries of the Lamas. -

lamberta-
Lamberta- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer J.  And.  Coggia on April 11, 1878-

lambrón
lambron - refers to the expression: greedy, fond of eating sweets -

lampalaguas
they are ofideos of the Americas whose name is ''  '' Boa constrictor occidentalis ''  '' , and are also known with the name
of the Vizcachas boas. -

lampiño glabro
Glabrous lampiño is said of a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiño o glabro
lampiño or glabrous- it is said of a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiño, glabro
Lampiño , glabro- is said to be a type of vegetable indument without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiño-
lampiño- it is said of a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiño-glabro
Lampiño-glabro- is said to be a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiños
lampiños-belonging to a type of vegetable indument without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiños glabros
glabrous lamps- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-



lampiños o glabros
lampiños or glabros- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lampiños, glabros
lampiños, glabros- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on their surface-

lampiños-glabros
lampiños-glabros- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing without trichomes or hairs on its surface-

lanado
woolening—is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of wool. 

lanado lanoso
woolly wool- is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool-

lanado o lanoso
woolly or woolly - it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long and wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. 

lanado, lanoso
woolly, woolly- it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long and wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool-

lanado-lanoso
woolly-woolly- is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. 

lanados
wool- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of wool-

lanados lanosos
woolly woolling- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool-

lanados o lanosos
woolly or woolly - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. -

lanados, lanosos
woolly, woolly- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool. 



lanados-lanosos
woolly-belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of wool. 

lancanes
Boats - belonging to a certain type of large Philippine vessel, is always in tow and is used for loads-

lancán
Philippine boat-boat of large dimensions, is always in tow and is used for loads-

lanchara
lanchara- refers to a certain type of boat from India used in rivers and seas- . 

lancharas
lancharas-belonging to an Indian vessel used in rivers and seas. -

landas
It's large expanses of flat land in which wild plants-single breed

laneros
relating or belonging to lalana

lanitro
delaire - the winds of God

lanífero lanoso
Laniferous woolly- It is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. -

lanífero o lanoso
laniferous or woolly- is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. 

lanífero, lanoso
laniferous, woolly- is said to be a type of vegetable indument covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. 

lanífero-
Laniferous- It is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. 

lanífero-lanoso
laniferous-woolly- is said to be a type of vegetable indument covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. 



laníferos
lanifers - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool-

laníferos lanosos
woolly lanifers - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool. 

laníferos o lanosos
laniferous or woolly- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. -

laníferos, lanosos
laniferous, woolly- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. 

laníferos-lanosos
laniferous-woolly- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. -

lanoso afieltrado
Felted wool - it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. -

lanoso lanudo
woolly woolly- It is said of a type of vegetable indument covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. 

lanoso lanuginoso
lanuginous wool - it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool-

lanoso o afieltrado
woolly or felt- it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool-

lanoso o lanudo
woolly or woolly- it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool.

lanoso o lanuginoso
woolly or lanuginous - it is said of a type of vegetable indument covered by trichomes or long wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. -



lanoso,afieltrado
woolly, felted - it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool-

lanoso,lanudo
woolly, woolly- it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool.

lanoso,lanuginoso
woolly, lanuginous - it is said of a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool-

lanoso-
woolly- it is said of a type of vegetable indument densely covered with crisscrossed and compacted hairs. 

lanoso-afieltrado
Woolly-felted is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. 

lanoso-lanudo
woolly-woolly- is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool.

lanoso-lanuginoso
woolly-lanuginous - is said to be a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool. 

lanosos
woolly- belonging to a type of vegetal clothing densely covered with criss-crossed and compacted hairs. 

lanosos - lanados
woolly-woolly- belonging to a type of plant clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. 

lanosos lanados
woolly wool - belonging to a type of vegetal clothing densely covered with intertwined and compacted hairs. 

lanosos laníferos
woolly wool-belonging to a type of plant clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of wool. 

lanosos lanudos
woolly woolly - belonging to a type of plant clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool



lanosos o lanados
woolly or woolly - belonging to a type of vegetal clothing densely covered with criss-crossed and compacted hairs.

lanosos o laníferos
woolly or woolly - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool.

lanosos o lanudos
woolly or woolly- belonging to a type of plant clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands of
wool. 

lanosos o lanuginosos
woolly or woolly - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like
strands of wool.

lanosos,lanados
woolly, woolly- belonging to a type of vegetal clothing densely covered with criss-crossed and compacted hairs. 

lanosos,laníferos
woolly, woolly- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool.

lanosos,lanudos
woolly, woolly - belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool.

lanosos-lanados
woolly-woolly- belonging to a type of vegetal clothing densely covered with criss-crossed and compacted hairs-

lanosos-lanudos
woolly-woolly- belonging to a type of vegetable clothing covered by trichomes or long, wavy hairs that look like strands
of wool.

lantcha
lantcha-refers to a certain type of Malaysian vessel with sloop rigging. -

lantchas
lantchas- belonging to a certain type of Malaysian vessel with sloop rigging. -

lantea
lantea-refers to a type of vessel used in different areas located in Canton and Macau. -

lanteas



lanteas-belonging to a used vessel formerly used in Canton and Macau. 

lanuginosos
to tienenlanosidad-

lanusenses
.  says, argentina-provincia Buenos Aires, for children born in town of Republic: Lanus -

lanzia-
Lanzia- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  F .  Wolf on July 23, 1909-

lañas
the lanasfueron consumed by children and they were taken to the hospital-belonging to a variety or species decoco
Green

laodamia
Laodamia- is an asteroid discovered by astronomer K.  W .  Reinmuth on January 5, 1924-

lapidarios
relating or belonging to lasinscripciones on tombstones

lapidarios
relating or belonging altallado of precious stones. -

lapídeos
relating or belonging to laspiedras

larawag
Larawag- refers to a star whose official name was approved on November 19, 2017, located in the constellation
Scorpius-

lardee
term that refers to '' spread or wrap with lard or fat what will be roasting ''. -

laricina
laricin-it is a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, with a slightly bitter taste, very soluble in hot water and alcohol, little
in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricina abietina
abiethine laricin-it is a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter in taste, very soluble in hot water and alcohol,
little in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-



laricina o abietina
laricine or abiethine-it is a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter taste, very soluble in hot water and
alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricina o abietina-
laricine or abiethine-belonging to a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter in taste, very soluble in hot water
and alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricina, abietina
laricin, abiethine-it is a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter taste, very soluble in hot water and alcohol,
little in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricina-abietina
laricin-abiethine-is a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, with a slightly bitter taste, very soluble in hot water and
alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in the ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricinas
laricines- belonging to a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter in taste, very soluble in hot water and
alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricinas abietinas
abietine laricins - belonging to a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter in taste, very soluble in hot water
and alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in ether; is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricinas o abietinas
laricines or abietinas-belonging to a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter in taste, very soluble in hot water
and alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in ether;  is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricinas, abietinas
laricines, abietines- belonging to a glycoside found in Abietaceae plants, slightly bitter in taste, very soluble in hot water
and alcohol, little in cold water and nothing in ether; is used in the manufacture of artificial perfumes-

laricinos
relating or belonging alalerce, plant-

lariforme
LARIFORMEse is of a / / old unaorden of neognatas birds.

laros
LAROSse is of a / / unasuborden of birds caradriformes-alas elongated and pointed, and abundant plumage, soft colors
and morbid.

las acollaradas
Las Acollaradas-refers to the expression : site of the province of San Luis, in Argentina,



las enéadas
The Enéadas-refers to the expression : name given to a collection of 54 books written by Plotino, Greco-Roman
philosopher -

las granadas
.  belonging to the name of the cream frutodel-

las olínticas
The Olynthiacs-refers to the expression: political rants of Desmotenes made in the fourth century a. (C). -

lascivas
relating or belonging to lasensualidad or the carnal delights

lascivos
relating or belonging to lalascivia

lat
diosantiguo of the India-

lataces
-similar mammals like the Otter, but more large and hair more fine and shiny -

latanias
belonging to a variety or species depalma of adornment of the Reunion Island with fan-shaped leaves.

laterales
relating or pertaining Centre

lateranenses
relating or belonging altemplo de San Juan de Letran, in Rome. -

laudes-
laudes-belonging to a typical Mediterranean fishing boat, with a single stick, Latin sail and a mesana aft-

laurel añacate
laurel added- fruit tree native to the central American area and especially in the Caribbean that gives a very appetizing
fruit

laureles añacates
laurels added -- belonging to a fruit tree native to the Central American area and especially the Caribbean, which bears
a very appetizing fruit



laurentia
Laurentia- is the asteroid discovered by the astronomer M.  P .  Henry on April 21, 1876-

laurinos
relating or pertaining allaurel

laúd-
lute-typical Mediterranean fishing boat, with a single stick, Latin sail and a mesana aft-

laúdano
lauddano-refers to the tincture or extract of opium-

laúdanos
.  belonging to the alkaloid or drug, obtenidaa starting from the tincture or extract of opium -

lavanco
lavanco-refers to the expression : type of podicipedipedisme bird of the Podicipedidae family typical of the wetlands of
Eurasia, Africa and Australasia-

laxos
lax: designation of those who do not have the tension that should naturally be-

lácteos
relating or belonging to laleche

lácticos
relating or belonging to laleche

ládanos
.  belonging to lajara-resin, there are several species-formerly used in various preparations to relieve the cough -

látigo
It is a cord or strap that ensures and tightening the strap.

lebrunas
relating or belonging to laliebre or similar to it

lechales
.  belonging to the type of fruit that contains latex-

lechetrezna
SPURGE, euforbiacea plant = ESULA



lechines
belonging to one variety or species deolivo -

lechosas
lechosas = to tienenapariencia of milk or the same qualities.

lechosos
Milky = ( it is said - of the ) who have or poseencualidades or appearance of milk.

led
in electronics, refers to a ''  '' semiconductor diode that emits light when voltage is applied.

leda
Leda-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Chacornac on January 12, 1856-

lefa
lefa- refers to the set of sperm or sperm-

legalidad
says quality or quality or condition Delo is the law -

legendarios
relating or belonging to lasleyendas

leguleyos
people dealing with laws without knowing them in depth.

legumbres
.  belonging to the type of fruit or seed breeding in pods-

lehigh-
Lehigh- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  H .  Metcalf on December 11, 1909- 

lembo
lembo-old sailing and rowing boat, with a large number of rowers, used for transport and trade in the Mediterranean
Sea-

lembos
lembos-old sailing and rowing boat, with a large number of rowers, used for transport and trade in the Mediterranean
Sea-

lemnios



lemnios = are thus called the natives of the island of lemnos.

lemuroideo
lemuroid-refers to the expression : it belongs to an ancient suborder that included prosy or false mono primates,
prominent snout and nocturnal habits-

lemuroideos
LEMUROIDEOSse is of a / / unasuborden of primate mammals with well-developed olfactory lobes. SIN.: prosimio.

lena-
This is the asteroid discovered by astronomer G. N . Neoimin on June 24, 1914-

lendemannia-
Lindemannia - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisaon August 29, 1916-

lendemannia-
Lindemannia - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisaon August 29, 1916-

lendemannia-
Lindemannia - this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  Palisaon August 29, 1916-

lendrosos
It is said of those who have many nits -

lenga
lenga-refers to the expression : phagace tree whose leaves, in autumn, change from green to red and then to yellow; its
wood is used in carpentry and furniture

lengs
belonging to a variety or species oforange-

lenificativos
It is said of those who have the virtue of smooth and soften -

lenitivos
that feature pursuant to smooth and soften-

lentisquina
.  belonging to the name of the mastic frutodel-

lentisquinas
.  belonging to the name of the mastic frutodel-



leño-
wood-old sailing and rowing boat, with large number of rowers, used for transport and trade in the Mediterranean Sea-

leños
logs-belonging to an old sailing and rowing boat, with a large number of rowers, used for transport and trade in the
Mediterranean Sea-

leñosos
Woody = says who have or poseenconsistencia such as wood.

leonisis
Leonisis- is the asteroid discovered by astronomerJ.  Palisael on February 16, 1912-

leonora-
Leonora- is the asteroid discovered by astronomer J.  H .  Metcalf on January 10, 1910-

lepidópteros
Lepidopterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects... colored microscopic scales.   ( The larva of the Lepidoptera order is
called Caterpillar ). -

lepidópteros
Lepidopterosse is of a / / unaorden of insects of complete metamorphosis, which have four membranous wings covered
in adult State

leporinos
relating or belonging to laliebre

leptorrinos
that feature long, thin nose-

lerna-
Lerna- refers to a star whose official name was approved on December 17, 2019, located in the constellation Hydra-

lesath
Lesath- refers to a star whose official name was approved on August 21, 2016, located in the constellation Scorpio-

leto
Leto-this is the asteroid discovered by astronomer K. T.  R.  Luther on April 29, 1861-


